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Abstract— There are many types of pesticides sprayer are 

available in India. But mostly used sprayer is backpack type 

sprayer which is used by farmers because it is cheaper, easy 

to use and main thing about it is less costly. With the help of 

this machine farmer spray pesticides in their farm, but it 

requires lot of time and thus high operational cost. Also, the 

farmer which is spraying pesticides is affected by it as it is 

harmful to human health and human also affect by the lumbar 

pain due to weight of equipment. With the help of sprayer 

pump which is going to operate on the IC engine we get high 

pressure and long delivery of pesticide through the nozzles 

and delivery pipe. The pulleys are going to attach to the both 

the crank shaft of the pump and IC engine and belt is going 

to connect both the pulleys. This paper suggests ma-chines 

which will save time and operational cost. Also saves human 

from affecting adversely. It is the backbone of our economy 

system. In this project we had also work and focused on seed 

sowing and plant cultivation tool in this processes and we had 

tried to solve the problem. With the help of cultivation tool 

the framer can reduce the time for sowing the seed and 

plantation of small plant and also the labour cost. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

India is a country where nearly 70% of people lives in rural 

area and main source of their income is farming, directly or 

indirectly. 70% of people in India are connected with farming 

directly or indirectly, in-stead of that we are not producing 

the crop of which we having capacity to produce. Reason 

behind this is we farmers of our country are not using 

technology very well. So we have to make machines that can 

help then to save their time and money and to increase the 

production rate and their profit. We have to make economic 

machineries so farmers can purchase it as per capita income 

of our country’s farmers are low and our country per capita 

income is low that of compared to other country as our 

country is developing country. 

Present scenario in agricultural field in In-dia related 

to sprayer is that farmers are using hand operated sprayer or 

motorized sprayer and as well as for sowing the seed and 

planting the small plant. According to idea in our project we 

are producing the tri-cycle which is going too pulled by the 

motorcycle. The reciprocating pump is used for spraying the 

pesticide and the pump is driven by the motorcycle engine 

with the help of the belt and pulley. And the tank of 40-50 

litres is going to place on the tri-cycle as well as other 

equipment. 

The farmer using a traditional way for sowing seeds 

and planting the small plants which is time consuming and 

takes lot of efforts. To reduce this we had developed the tri-

cycle in which tools are going to mount at end of the cycle. 

  

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. For Pesticide Spraying 

Literature review is nothing but the work done before the 

present time on the same topic. So, we know that people 

doing farming from ancient time for food and other purpose. 

For better grown of crop they spray pesticides on them. There 

are many types of pesticides spraying technique available 

now that we can find as we move from east to west and also 

from north to south. It is difficult to mention all those 

techniques here. But we tried to mention main techniques 

used and best known to us. People in India use back-pack type 

sprayer which is carry on back of the person with 15 lit 

maximum capacities and one nozzle in one hand while other 

hand is used to pump the machine to create pressure.  

Another machine which is developed and supplied 

in England was manufactured and patented by Holme Farm 

Supplies Ltd. This machine is consisting of water tank on 

tractor. This water tank contains liquid pesticides. On back 

side of it a long rod is attached on which nozzles are attached. 

This is used to spray pesticides. Also many such machines are 

manufactured by this company for large scale farming and 

large size crops. 

One another machine is made in India by Mansukh 

Bhai Jagani. He attached spraying and cultivating equipment 

to his bike. So his bike was able to furrow opening, sowing, 

cultivate and spray pesticides on plants. This was proved as 

cost effective for small size farms.  

B. For Seeds and Plant Cultivation 

1) Kyada 

This research paper presents design and development of 

manually operated seed planter machine. In this they present 

objective of seed planter machine design, factors affecting 

seed emergence, some mechanisms. The basic objective of 

sowing operation is to put the seed and fertilizer in rows at 

desired depth and seed to seed spacing, cover the seeds with 

soil and provide proper compaction over the seed. The 

recommended seed to seed spacing and depth of seed 

placement vary from crop to crop and for different agro-

climate conditions to achieve optimum yields. From this we 

know that mechanical factors effects on seed germination like 

uniformity of depth of placement of seed, uniformity of 

distribution of seed along rows. In this power transmission 

mechanism, seed meter mechanisms, plunger mechanism etc. 

mechanisms‟ are used. The working as ma-chine is pushed; 

power wheel is rotating which transmit power to plunger 

through chain and sprocket mechanism. Now cam is mounted 

on sprocket shaft which push plunger towards downward 

direction. Once plunger is penetrate in soil and during 

backward stroke flapper is opened so seed get separated from 

plunger and inserted in dig. From this we get idea that if we 

use the belt having small holes with defined thickness then it 

is beneficial for our project. As our automatic seed feeder is 
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only for small seeds then using of conveyor belt with motor 

is useful. 

2) Kannan 

This research paper presents design modification in 

multipurpose sowing machine. In this they present that for 

sowing purpose we import the machinery which are bulk in 

size having more cost. To prevent this they design 

multipurpose sowing ma-chine which consists of hopper, 

seed metering mechanism, ground wheel, power transmission 

system, seed distributor, and tiller. In this they design model 

on PRO-E software. Actually the working is very simple as 

the tiller rotates it directly transmit motion to ground wheel 

which directly connected through main shaft. A main shaft 

has a disc with scoops inside the hopper. When the ground 

wheel rotates the main shaft also rotates with the help of 

power transmission system. The scoops collect the seed from 

hopper and leave it inside the seed distributor. The tiller is 

having very good contact with ground 

III. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

This machine consist frame, reciprocating pump, Nozzle, 

Pipe, Tank, Sowing seed cultivation tool and Small plant 

cultivation tool. This machine has three wheels and pulled by 

the motor cycle. The reciprocating pump crankshaft is 

attached to the motorcycle engine crankshaft with the help of 

the belt and the pulleys. The pump gets drive from the 

motorcycle. The inlet hose of the pump connect the pesticide 

tank and outlet hose of the pump connect the delivery pipe. 

The tank is going to place on the tri-cycle frame and also the 

other equipment’s. As the motorcycle engine start working 

the pump also gets the drive and pump start working. It sucks 

the pesticide liquid from the tank and sprays the pesticide 

through delivery pipe and nozzle. After the operation farmer 

can disassembly the pump and other equipment’s and uses the 

motorcycle normally. 

 
Fig. 1: Reciprocating Pump 

This machine also does the operations of seeds 

sowing and the plant cultivating with the help of the 

cultivation tools. Whenever farmer has to use the cultivation 

tools he has to disassembly equipment used for the spraying 

on tri-cycle and assembly the tools use for the cultivation at 

the end of the tri-cycle. The seeds cultivation tool have to fix 

at the end of the tri-cycle which is going to pulled by the 

motorcycle and the operation is done in such a way that while 

driving the motorcycle in the field  the farmer have to feed 

the seeds in the seed cultivation tool manually by hand. And 

the operation is same for the plant cultivation only here 

instead of seeds the farmer has feed the small plants through 

the plant cultivation tool. The plant cultivation tool is 

different form the seed cultivation tool the tool is attaches 

with the tri-cycle with a special mechanism. Farmer have to 

push the tool in the soil and press the lever after pressing the 

lever the bottom portion of the tool will open and it make a 

small hole the soil, a sufficient space for placing the plant in 

the soil. 

 
Fig. 2: Seed Cultivating Tool 

 
Fig. 3: Plant Cultivation Tool 

IV. COMPONENTS 

The agriculture based modified tri-cycle consist of following 

equipment. 

 Motorcycle 

 Chassis frame 

 Fertilizer tank 

 Nozzles and pipe 

 Pulleys and belt 

 Seeds cultivating tool  

 Small plant cultivating tool 

A. Motorcycle 

The motorcycle is used to pull the tri-cycle as well as to give 

the power to the pesticide pump through the belt and pulley 

drive. The pulley is going to connect the motorcycle crank 

shaft and another pulley is going to connect the pump crank 

shaft. 
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B. Chassis Frame 

The tri-cycle frame is going to have three wheels and pulled 

by the motorcycle, the material for the chassis will be cast 

iron which is light in weight. And the load of equipment is 

kept on the chassis. A special type of arrangement is going to 

fit on the chassis which is seeds and small plant cultivating 

tool. 

 
Fig. 3: Chassis Frame 

C. Wheels 

Wheel is used to carry the whole assembly and move machine 

from one place to another by rotary motion of it. A tri-cycle 

wheel is a, most commonly a wire wheel or a tube less tyre. 

In this project three wheels are fitted. Wheel is used to 

transfer machine from one place to another by rotary motion 

of it. 

 
Fig. 4: Tyre 

D. Reciprocating Pump 

The pump which is going to use for pesticide spraying it is 

going to operate on the engine drive with the help of belt and 

the pulley which is going to give reciprocating motion to the 

pump. The inlet pipe is connected with fertilizer tank and 

outlet pipe is going to connect the nozzle so the farmer can 

get the long delivery. 

E. Fertilizer Tank 

The tank is going to place on the chassis which will be pulled 

by the motorcycle. The capacity of the tank will be up to the 

40-50 litres and the inlet pipe of the reciprocating pump will 

be fitted in the fertilizer tank. 

 
Fig. 5: Fertilizer Tank 

F. Nozzles 

It is a device which converts the pressure energy of fluid into 

the kinetic energy; spray nozzle is a precision device that 

facilitates dispersion of liquid into the spray. Nozzle is used 

for purpose to distribute a liquid over an area. The pipe is use 

to connect the nozzle and tank through the reciprocating 

pump.   

 
Fig. 6: Nozzle 

G. Pulleys and Belt 

One pulley is going to connect the motorcycle crankshaft and 

another pulley is going to connect the pump crankshaft. And 

the belt is going to use to connect both of the pulleys. So the 

engine drive can be transmitted to the pump by belt and 

pulley. 

 
Fig. 7: Belt and Pulley 

H. Seed Cultivation Tool 

The tool is going to attach at the end of the tri-cycle. And the 

seeds will be sow in the soil through the tool. The farmer has 

feed the seed manually   

I. Small Plant Cultivation Tool 

The tool is going to attach at the end of the tri-cycle. And the 

plant will be sow in the soil through the tool  

V. CONCLUSION  

 Sprayer is commonly used in farm to spray pesticide, 

herbicide, fungicides and defoliant as means of crop 

quality control. To produce output from the 

mechanization in the industrial sector needed. It gives 

more productivity in less input, by mechanization we can 

reduce the effort of labour and uniformly sprayed the 

fertilizer and pesticides all over the farm and get the 

uniform pressure all over the field. 

 To reduce the time for spraying time. 

 To reduce to the seeds and small plantation time. 
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 To increase the productivity. 

 To increase to efficiency of plantation and reduce the 

effort of farmer. 

 To reduce the labour cost. 
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